
• 298% increase in  
store visits

• Mobile placements  
drove a 1.54% CTR  
and $0.75 CPC

• Overall CTR increased 
from 0.26% to 0.48%

CASE STUDY:  
BEAUTY SUPPLIES RETAILER GOES  
DIGITAL TO DRIVE AWARENESS AND TRAFFIC 

#CentroInAction

FAST FACTS
A STRATEGIC 
APPROACH
When you are a specialty  
retailer and distributor of  
professional beauty supplies 
with more than 5,000 stores 
worldwide, a small bump in  
store sales can represent a  
large chunk of revenue.  
When the company decided  
to launch a national digital  
campaign to drive off-line  
sales and in-store traffic,  
it turned to Centro.

Campaign parameters  
included target audiences  
of existing plus “look-alike”  
customers as well as KPIs  
of positive ROI and an  
increased CTR. Our solution  
had to meet three key  
challenges: track in-store  
lift and sales, reach existing  
customers, and report on  
multiple KPIs. We took a  
strategic approach, leveraging 
several cross-platform  
partnerships to drive  
awareness, cultivate  
consideration, and close  
the loop from ad exposure  
to visit and purchase. We also 
created a custom dashboard  
to monitor, optimize, and show  
success in an easy-to-digest 
format. 

BEAUTIFUL 
RESULTS 
The results were a thing of  
beauty. The campaign drove  
a 298 percent increase in  
store visits against our  
audience-matched control 
group. Mobile placements  
drove a 1.54 percent CTR  
and $0.75 CPC. 

Over the course of the campaign,  
the CTR increased from 0.26 
percent to 0.48 percent. 

Thanks to Centro, the client  
now has the ability to place  
retargeting and sales pixels, 
which has further increased 
real-time sales optimization  
opportunities to leverage  
its online audience, drive  
customer purchase intent,  
and impact in-store  
revenue.

WHY CENTRO?

CENTRO SOLUTIONS

centro.net

Centro Platform: Automate 
your digital media operations, 
from planning to billing and 
everything in between.

Centro DSP: Discover the 
industry’s easiest-to-use DSP 
backed by best-in-class service.

Centro Brand Exchange:  
From trust ratings to premium 
publishers to private deals, 
experience a first-class digital 
ad marketplace.

Centro is a leading developer 
of digital advertising and media 
management software. Centro 
software and services make  
digital advertising easier for  
more than 2,000 customers.  
More than $400 million is  
processed through Centro’s  
software annually. Founded in 
2001, Centro is headquartered  
in Chicago, with 37 offices in the 
U.S. and Canada.
 
To learn more about Centro,  
visit www.centro.net or email  
us at info@centro.net.

Our client was  
extremely pleased  
with the campaign 

strategy and  
performance, and  
it now considers  
Centro its CRM  

agency of choice. 


